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SPLIT - KLIS, MIDDLE
DALMATIA
The 3 hour Adventure has 6 zips in total length of 2500 meters
and one 90 meters suspension bridge trought pine trees.
While waiting between each zip, you will enjoy amazing views
of Dalmatic inland and the Adriatic sea. Your professionally
trained tour guides offer education and fun throughout your
nature walks over the mount Kozjak.

Price

Zip Line meeting point

Split city pickup

Private zip line

From Split: Zip Line Klis
Ul. Nad Rupotinom
21210 Klis
Croatia

E: info@zip-split.com

Information

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
Name: Split: Zip Line Klis
Duration of the excursion / tour / activity:: 1 to 5 hours
The product best describes the term: Outdoor and adventure
Product includes: playing sports, sightseeing of nature / natural beauties,
adventure facilities, guided tour, no cancellation costs
Brief description of the excursion/tour and highlights:
The 3 hour Adventure has 6 zips in total length of 2500 meters and one 90
meters suspension bridge trought pine trees. While waiting between each
zip, you will enjoy amazing views of Dalmatic inland and the Adriatic sea.
Your professionally trained tour guides offer education and fun throughout
your nature walks over the mount Kozjak.

Schedule

EXCURSION / TOUR /
ACTIVITY DATES
whole year

PLACE AND TIME OF
DEPARTURE
Dujma Mikačića. Split (Morning
departures 8:30 & 10:30)
(Afternoon departures 15:30 &
17:30)

PLACE AND TIME OF ARRIVAL
Dujma Mikačića. Split (Morning
returns 11:30 & 13:30)
(Afternoon returns 18:30 &
20:30)
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Information

DESCRIPTION:
Explore the rugged mountain ranges of Croatia with this adventure ziplining course in the heart of the
Dalmatian Dinaric Alps. There's more to Split than golden beaches, defensive architecture and desert island
retreats - travel into the foothills of the Kozjak mountains and add an extra dimension to your next holiday
on the Croatian coastline with this aerial zip line excursion!

Situated a mere 25 minutes from the center of Split, the ziplining course is nestled in the heart of the Kozjak
mountains and overlooks the town of Split, the Adriatic sea, the ancient Roman settlement of Salona, towns
of Solin, Kaštela, Trogir, and most of central Dalmatia islands.

A three-hour zip line course overlooking the town of Split, this aerial adventure consists of 6 zips with a total
length of 2500 meters and a 90 meters suspension bridge through pine trees. Meeting in Prokurative square,
groups will be led into the mountains through a nature walk by a professional guide. Fully supervised by
instructors that will be on hand at each platform, groups will travel across the mountain range - enjoy
amazing views of Dalmatia inland and the Adriatic sea along the way.

There are few very short hikes on maintained trails, but participants should be comfortable walking on
uneven terrain.

Our zip line tour runs in all weather conditions, unless strong winds or lightning interfere with operational
safety. The Course Guide on duty will determine tour cancellations, and guests may be notified at any time
regarding cancellation. In the event of your tour being cancelled by the Zip Split, you will receive a full
refund. We reserve the right to postpone (or pause) a tour for up to one hour to wait out inclement weather
and then resume normal operations

WEIGHT REQUIREMENTS

All participants must weigh between 30 and 110 kg (70 and 250 lbs).

AGE REQUIREMENTS

Please note that children must be at least 17 years of age to participate on a zipline tour without an adult.
Our suggested minimum age is 10 years old. However, everyone must meet our weight requirement.

PHYSICAL CONDITION

All participants must be in reasonably good physical condition, with the ability to pull yourself hand over
hand along a cable (your weight is supported by a harness). There are few very short hikes on maintained
trails, but participants should be comfortable walking on uneven terrain. Also remember that our tours last 2
to 3 hours.

MEDICAL REQUIREMENTS

Guests with conditions that require fast acting medication, should bring their medication with them and
make their guides aware of the condition prior to the start of the trip. The Zip Split is located at mount Kozjak
about 30 min drive from city center, so evacuation could be delayed. If you have any concerns about your
medical conditions, please consult your doctor before zipping.


